
Participant Waiver and/or Parental Consent Form: 

___I the Parent/Participant have read and understand the conditions of this contract and the  

       refund policies. 

___I the Parent/Participant DO NOT understand the conditions of this contract. 

___I the Parent/Participant understand that accidents can/could happen in any program event 

indoor or outdoor. I understand that Roughing It Retreats, LLC, Staff, and/or volunteers are not 

responsible for any injury occurring before, during, or after the event. I understand that 

participants are encouraged to, but will not be forced to participate in any section of the program 

they are uncomfortable participating in. We care about the safety of all participants and will take 

every measure to ensure their health, well-being, and safety.  

___I the Parent/Participant understand that Roughing It Retreats, LLC, Staff, and/or volunteers 

are not responsible for any lost or stolen items. Participants are encouraged not to bring any 

valuables and to keep up with any electronics they choose to bring. We do our best to select 

morally established participants, but incidents can/could occur.  

___I the Parent/Participant understand that events and information shared are private and sacred 

to our participants. I understand that although the staff strongly encourages participants to freely 

share any information that can/could assist in their healing journey and although they do their 

best to uphold this secrecy policy, participants must take discernment in the information they 

choose to share as it could potentially be leaked by other participants in the program.  

___I the Parent/Participant understand that in the event that I cannot (If of AGE -control my 

alcohol), attitude, avoid unhealthy conflict, or obey the general park rules, or decline to 

participate in (ANY) activities; I will be asked to leave or (If underaged) my parent will be called 

to pick me up.  

___Finally, I the Parent/Participant vow to be as open as possible, allow myself to be free, 

participate as I feel comfortable, HAVE FUN, and work hard to become the best version of 

myself! I am ready! 

______________________________  ______________________________ 

Participant Print Your Name Here   Participant Signature 

 

______________________________  ______________________________ 

Parent - Print Your Name Here   Parent Signature 

 

___________________________ 

Date 


